Increase in Awards: Over 2200 awards worldwide (mostly through ETA expansions in Brazil, Columbia, and Spain)

Undersubscribed Study/Research and ETA Awards:

East Asia/Pacific
Brunei
China
Indonesia
Laos
Malaysia
Mongolia
Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand
* Korea/China: Graduate Degree Grants

Sub-Saharan Africa
All countries, especially non-Anglophone ones
Kosovo
Latvia
Lithuania
Bahrain
Jordan
Kuwait
Morocco
United Arab Emirates

Europe and Eurasia
Albania
Denmark
Georgia
Germany
Estonia
Kosovo

Middle East/North Africa
Bahrain
Jordan
Kuwait
Morocco
United Arab Emirates

South and Central Asia
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan
Sri Lanka
Tajikistan
Uzbekistan

* Bangladesh suspended 2019-20

New this cycle

New ETA awards in Timor-Leste and Hong Kong

New Graduate Degree Grant in International Human Resource Development (MBA with National Taiwan Normal University)

Suspension of the Fulbright-Fogarty and Fulbright-mtvU Partnership Awards continues

Increase in partner awards with international universities for Master’s degrees and Study/Research projects continues
More Arts and Study/Research applications needed!!

Europe and Eurasia

- **Austria** – Fulbright-Austrian Marshall Plan Foundation Awards for Graduate Studies and PhD Research in Science and Technology reinstated; no Austria-Hungary award
- **Spain** – Fulbright Global and International Studies Master’s at Universidad de Salamanca
- **Bulgaria** – Award in Archeology/History in partnership w/ Balkan Heritage Foundation
- **Finland** – Fulbright-CIMO award renamed the Fulbright-EDUFI award
- **Germany** – Young professional journalist program: more flexible language requirement, work samples required
- **France** – Fulbright-harriet Hale Woolley Awards in the Arts and Fulbright-Paris Seine University Awards
- **Netherlands** – Fulbright/Delft University of Technology Industrial Design Engineering Award

Eurasia

- ETA candidates who speak Russian may want to consider Moldova *et al* as Russia oversubscribed for ETA
- ETAs can have supplementary projects

Middle East/North Africa

- **Israel**: New MA Degree (6+)
- **Saudi Arabia**: New ETA (2)
- **Egypt & Oman** – sensitive/critical projects not recommended, must be flexible; Egypt may be suspended again
- **West Bank** ETA to oversubscribed (67/2)

South and Central Asia

- **Bangladesh** – Program suspended
- **India**: ETAs expanded to 5-7 new cities
- Greatly favors those who have some background in the language (or in Russian for Central Asia)
- Looking for “mature” and “flexible” candidates

Sub-Saharan Africa

- Encouraged to consider non-Anglophone countries
- More Study/Research & ETA applicants needed to most countries

Western Hemisphere

- **Mexico** seeking Binational Internship Grants; 4 Graduate Degree (all disciplines), offer of admission not required at time of application, COMEXUS will assist
- **Brazil**: Study/Research accepts advanced Spanish, ETA accepts advanced Romance language
- **Columbia**: 30 additional ETA awards available
- **Barbados/Eastern Caribbean**: Dominica on hold due to hurricane impacts
- **Bolivia**: Must be multi-country proposal at this time